ROLL CALL
Jones - Stibich - Gorski - Nicolay - Duncan – Fenrich

NEW BUSINESS

1. 2019 Budget Review, any known or projected changes in revenues and expenses

2. Detail of the Business and Community Services which is for Economic Development. There appears to be a lot of fluff money in the account as will in other funds. For Example, instead of creating a new GL ledger account for funding Explore Olmsted, it was put in Misc Office Expenses. The statements must be expanded to provide transparency as to where the funds are really intended to for. There is a lot of funding there for a part time employee and the professional sections budget doubled.

3. Detail of all the budgets for all of the commissions and boards. Not the consolidated version presented to Council. Along with all expenses over the last 3 years.

4. Identify over funded areas for consideration for redirection to benefit Olmsted Falls and its residents.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADJOURNMENT